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Abstract

We study the effect of the electron beam on the field stability and
minimizing the energy losses in waveguide filled with plasma. Analytical
calculations are performed to find the plasma dielectric tensor. By applying the
boundary conditions at the plasma-conductor interface, we derive the dispersion
equations, which describe the propagated E- and H- waves and their damping
rate. The necessary condition for the field stability in the waveguide and the
amplification coefficient for the E- wave are obtained. Realistic plasma
conditions (i.e., its warmness and inhornogeneity under the effect of an external
static magnetic field) are taken into consideration. The electron beam is found to
play a crucial role in controlling the field attenuation in waveguide.

Introduction

Propagation of high frequency of electromagnetic field inside waveguide
ionizes the air inside it under average pressure and temperature forming a plasma
that absorbs the wave energy and consequently causes a field attenuation.

The behavior of electromagnetic wave inside waveguide is different when
it's empty or it's filled with disperse medium like a plasma. The interaction of the
electromagnetic wave with plasma causes a disturbance in field which leads to
the changes in the value of a dispersion relation and the power of transmission
wave. Accordingly we consider plasma as a medium with a permittivity depend
on the frequency traveling through the waveguide.

Efforts are paid to study the physical and geometrical parameters that
cause attenuation of wave, which propagates inside waveguide filled with
plasma. This subject is of currently considerable interest for plasma and fusion
experiments, RE sources for the next generation of particle accelerators, plasma
diagnostic techniques, optical systems and in the development of high power
millimeter wave amplifiers and its application via high resolution and imaging
radar, high information density communication, stability of devices based on the
use of charged particle beam, and NDT (non destructive testing).

In this paper we will continue our study to include the effect of applying
strong magnetic field and electron beam to minimize the energy losses in a
waveguide field with warm, magnetized plasma. Also we will consider the
effects of the field stability of plasma. Linearzed fluid and Maxwell's equations
are used to derive the dispersion relation, the study of TB and TM modes and the
power transmission, which describe different conditions of plasma filled
waveguide. For example, its movability, warmness, collision, homogeneity and
inhomogeneity under the effect of a strong and weak static magnetic field and the
incidence of electron beam are taken into consideration. [ 1-3].



In the previous works [5] investigation included a case of minimizing
energy in cylindrical waveguide filled with non-movable plasma. In the present
work we investigate the case of minimizing energy at rectangular waveguide
filled with movable homogenous plasma, movable inhomnogeneous plasma and
electron beam interacting with movable plasma).

Cartesian coordinates (X,Y,Z) rectangular waveguide are used to describe
our system. In our case we consider the directions of wave propagation and the
static magnetic field are in the Z-direction with non conducting media which is
characterized by a permittivity tensor c,, and permeability u=~1. Let Fig.1

represent a section of a rectangular waveguide with side lengths a and b related
as shown to a system of Cartesian coordinates, in which the z- axis is parallel to
the axis of the tube.

Y~~~~

H - a

Fig. (l): Rectangular Waveguide

Basic equations and currents in plasma filled waveguide
Let's use the hydrodynamic model in which the essential equations are

the continuity equation, equation of motion and Maxwell's equations. We

consider the effect of an external uniform magnetic field (H,,en WH 0 directed

along the Z-axis of a waveguide.
The initial set of equations that describes this system are

aa V.(NVa) =O (1)

a'
(V) : :! [ E + i 7a'X(H+ et]va ~(2)

at ma c

Maxwell's equations

VXE c= at (3)

-. aD 4 - aE
v XH=-- J +-- (4)

c at c c at
where Na, and V,, are the density and the mean velocity of a - type particle in the
movable plasma, v, is the collision frequency E, H are the electric and magnetic
field intensities, D is the electric flux, VP =(Na, k Ta) is the pressure gradient, J
is the current density, c is the velocity of light and all other terms have their usual
meaning.
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The current density I is defined through the plasma quantities as:

j= eaa, (5)
a

The interaction of the electromagnetic waves with the plasma will disturb
the equilibrium density and velocity of the latter. It is convenient to expand Na,

and Va in the form:

Na,=fno. + na ; V= Va + a ;Vo~ ' zV~

The previous set of equations gives a remarkably accurate description of
the small amplitude perturbations. We inearize the above system of equations by

considering small deviations from the equilibrium state (a <<n.1v ;j< I ,, L1
The form we obtain from (1) describes all perturbations

where,
Na,=o. +fl n~ ~k- (6)

Va = VOa + Vae h- (7)

1. Magnetized warm, movable and homogenous Plasma

We consider the effect of an external static magnetic field directed along
the axis of the wavegnide. We consider the case for warm unrelativistic moving
Plasma without an electron beam and neglect the term of collision for simplicity,
i.e., ya, = 1 ; v0z •0.

1.1 Current density
Using (1)-(4) and (5), we can derive the following expressions for the

current density inside waveguide filled with magnetized homogeneous plasma:

4 z jY = ~ '2(i T` E, + EY) (8)

eH -A£0 
With,Wa) x H ea = jzH 0. (Oc~Wa

mac

1.2 Pernittivity tensor:
Let's find here the permittivity tensor operator, which describes the

wave propagation in the waveguide, and by applying the previous conditions
of movable, warm, homogeneous magnetized plasma we will get the
following example for permittivity tensor which include the terms of plasma
frequency (p) cyclotron frequency (ca,) and movable plasma frequency
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In the previous works [6,7] the permittivity tensor under the condition of
unbounded collisionless non-movable plasma was deduced but in our work we'll
deduce the permittivity tensor in case of bounded movable plasma

EI £1 i 2 2 0

Eij -1- 2 2 EI 1 0 (9)

0 0 3 3)
1 2 2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

with, Ell =1 L 22 2.3333
aA a L~~~AaaW

Electromagnetic field components
From Maxwell's equations, and using (3)-(5) we can obtain the

following expressions for the electric and magnetic field components in terms
of the z- components Hz and E, which describe the magnetized homogenous
plasma

i 1 2) dH dE dH~ dE~
dy dX dX dy

EY ic 1 E dHz dEz ) (- 2 )( dHz dEz
(El dy dX dX dy 10

ic 1 dH dE )( 2 1H 2 dEz(0

HY ic 1 .n(-dHz ndEz)( n2 dH +,2d1Ez
(OF2 dX dy dy dX

where £2E (El - n2) 2 £ ' £ ( - n2 ) 1 -2

In order to find the final solutions for the electromagnetic field components, we
have to solve the following wave equations which describe HM and E, within the
waveguide

VHz + Q Hz =-n 2 3 z(1 1)

VEzQ Ez=in -nH (12)
2 2 2l

weeQ 1
2 =W2E 2 2 2 = L) 2 263

where 21- n •L-), Q2 =-(El - n 

From equations (1 1) and (1 2) we have two linearly dependent equations
(two coupled equations) for two basic types of EM wave which can propagate in
a waveguide filled with warm plasma. But we can rewrite these equations as two
linearly independent equations by eliminating E from equation (10) and
eliminating H, from equation (1 1) where Q, and Q2 are constants. Hence we can
get the following equations where,

(V Z12)E, =0 (13)

(VI+ X2)Hz =0 (14)
where

£2 4/F2

2)+ ( 2 2 2 )

c l -n aE 3
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2 = (C0) 2 ( E3 E -2( a 2

X2 c e/ a (E 1 -n2) +E2

Equations (13) and (14) represent two linearly independent equations
for the two basic types of electromagnetic waves that can propagate in a
waveguide filled with warm magnetized plasma. The solution of (14) gives
the TE (transverse electric field) (E. = 0). The solution of (12) gives the TM

mode with H, = 0.
As described before, the plasma in the waveguide can be represented

as a dielectric medium obeying Maxwell's equations, the magnetized plasma
behaves simply as a polarizable medium with strongly frequency dependent
permittivity.

The boundary conditions for perfectly conducting walls for the TE-
mode are:

EY~=O;EXI~b=0 dH, =0 dHz 0, E=0, H0f

Solution of the boundary conditions of equation (12) is:
1iT m ik

H= HOcos(-x)cos(- y)e~ (15)
a b

And by applying the approximation:

~2<1 (16)

where
2 = W12k7:), Z2 mi (Mr2a- ~~ ckI.~)2 . (Cutoff Frequency )=(c k1 ) c (-) 

02)f a b

And by applying the pervious boundary conditions and approximation of
equation (16) we can get the field equation, dispersion relation, power of
propagating wave and attenuation factor of transverse electric field as we will
investigate and study.

TE- Mode
1.3 Dispersion Relation

From equation (14) and by applying the solution of boundary condition of
equation (15) we get the dispersion relation of magnetized homogenous plasma
describing the refractive index n () where n () is a function of plasma
frequency (owp), cut off frequency (,u) and cyclotron frequency(Wa

n2() cut ~J~ 2± [1 1 (17)

From equation (17) we can get two kinds of dispersion relations due to
the negative or plus direction of magnetized plasma with cyclotron frequency.

1) Left circularly polarized wave Dispersion Relation, where the Electric field is
rotating in the XY plane in the direction of the curled finger of the left hand when
the thumb lies along the magnetic field at the Z-direction.

0)2 u,2

2ur 
0)

c
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O2 2

Attnuaionwave at + &(L 5 +Pa)

22
0) 0)

Le Ho =H1/0..00 p

n 2 ( 2 = 1 0( fla

sraedietion bute te rotatio is on thP tersd
2 2 ) _0Ca

C2

Attenuation wave [ + Pa 

Whistler wave (Cyclotron resonance) (o =

Let K(o)= 1(0.4 +.0056 2L~- Da

2 
1 

0

0.5._ K(wo)
0 .2 0 .4 0 .6 0 .8

Fig. (3): Dispersion relation for the right circularly polarized wave
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1.4 The Power Transmission of TE mode
Now we derive the average power flux S in a collisionless

magnetized plasma for the TE - mode

S = - Re (E xH

(1) The Power in case of Left circularly polarized wave dispersion relation

2 ) C 2 ll7T 2 lZX O2 MZr
S(P)= -1 - ~ -Pa c )2H2.(i ) i -xcs(

8,r wi(iO) + (c) ~E a a b (18)

+ M)2 CS2 z 2 (~
(-) os - x) sin (-y)

b a b
(2) The Power in case of right circularly polarized wave dispersion relation

2 C2 2 12T2 2(ZX O2(~
S(P) =C lCP )2 2 2 l)

1- ff2 (- 0 [()sin -xcs(y
w (z- iEa a b (1 9)

+(M-) COS2 (-Z x) sin (MZy)
b a b

We have at equation (1 8) power propagating inside waveguide filled with
magnetized homogenous plasma can be growing than the power at equation (19)
under the condition w) • (o~ 

Equation (13) represents the linearly independent equation for the
basic types of electromagnetic waves that can propagate in a waveguide filled
with warm magnetized plasma. The solution of (13) gives the TM mode with
H, = 0.

The boundary conditions for perfectly conducting walls for the TMI-
mode are:

E~ .,0 , = 0; E Ob =0; EZ#O- , H,= 0

The solution of the boundary condition of equation (13) is:

E, Osin(- X)Sin(- y) eikz (20)
a b

and by applying the previous boundary conditions and approximation of equation
(16) we can get the field equation, dispersion relation, power of propagating
wave and attenuation factor of transverse magnetic field inside waveguide filled
with magnetized homogenous plasma as we will investigate and study.

TM- Mode
1.5 Dispersion Relation

From equation (13) and by applying the solution of boundary condition of
equation (19) we get the dispersion relation of magnetized homogenous plasma
describing the refractive index n(ow) where n(o) is a function of plasma frequency

(cp,,,cut off frequency (wcu), cyclotron frequency (wc,,) and warmness
frequency (F).
(i) Warm plasma

=1 ~2 l- 2
~2 2 _____(21)
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(1' C2, ,_1 T 1

where W~c.= Oc , W7V -T WV, =- , 17(l+ 2 1 S7T VP" 

(ii) Cold plasma

_ _ _ Ca PaC 0)
C

where 17' [+ • -' 1 2*

1.6 Power propagating
Now we'll derive the average power flux S` in collisionless

magnetized plasma for the TM - mode in case of warm and cold.

(i) Warm plasma
S(P) =C C(W) 2_[_I 2 (EJ lZ 2 2 1Z 2rM

8z 'O a a b (23)

+ C2 n (-Z) sin (-19x)cos 2(-Zy)]
b a b

(ii) Cold plasma

S(") =-~ C () 0 C 2 2 l, E1 2(z2 2l(Z 2 m
ay 2) E~n [ -( n2 )-)cos (x) sin -y)

8,v (O)E a a b (24)

-e 2 n 2(Z)2 sin (-X)COS2~(M---y

We have in equation (23) the power propagating inside waveguide filled with
magnetized warm plasma having a growth rate greater than the power at equation
(24).

2. Rarefied plasma in weak magnetic field

Under the conditions of rarefied plasma in a weak magnetic field, i.e., at

-C---a « ) <1, the following relation is fulfilled:

l-n 2 «<1. (25)

Accordingly, we can neglect the terms on the right-hand sides of equation (4) and
(5). The solutions of equations (4) and (5) - with right-hand sides equal to zeros -

will give the 'iE- and TM- modes corresponding to equations (4) and (5)
respectively, i.e.,

(V2 +Q2)H, =0 (26)

(V 2+Q)E, =0 (27)
2 ~~2 2

where Q 2 O' 2n 2 2r) Q ) 2-)(S- 2

C ClE
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TE- Mode
2.1 The Dispersion Relation

n = refractive index c 2 ( 
2 2 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~(28)

2 --2 -o2

j)2 ~ 2- 2

Propagation condition [( 2 + 0)2, a)) 1

~2 j) 2 -0

a) '~Ca

Cyclotron resonance [ i-02 = C2

2.2 The Power Transmission
In this case the average power for the TB mode in rarefied weakly magnetized
plasma is given by:

S ()= c C 2 0Pa C .2H2 [(1f) 2 5 f2 (lZ X) COS 2(m Z

8)r a) a) -w) 0 a a b (29)

+(Mr2COS2 (-Zx) sin (~ y)]
b a b

TM- Mode

2.3 Dispersion relation of rarefied plasma in weak magnetic field
0)2.

n 2 ~) 8 )Ci

n2 (0)-value

The magnetized plasma of TMI mode cancelled the propagation wave.

3. Magnetized plasma with the effect of collisions

We consider the effect of an external static magnetic field directed along
the axis of the waveguide. We consider the case for warm moving plasma
without an electron beam interaction, In the previous section we neglected the
collisions. This is not allowed for the reality of plasma Let us consider the case
when the collision frequency is small compared to the wave frequency (i.e.,

We can get simply the following expressions for the components of the current
density

9



=-Z a (E +i a UaY
c c a A + Ci)

j Y 'W` (i o)aU'E+ E) (30)
c caA + i 0)

4,v ~ ~ ~ 2(1iu)E,

-j z 2 W- 
c a 2 1-T

where 0
ca eH etHext. = iz He. A f2 -)2 .0 =2 + 0o2 =U V

whee =mac a w~

3.1 Permittivity Tensor
Let's find here the permittivity tensor operator, which describes the

wave propagation in the waveguide, including the previous conditions of
movable, warm, homogeneous magnetized plasma beside the effect of
collision(j)

(j iE" 0

2~~~~~~~~~~

2 1 -~~~+I4Z~

with ~ ~ At

C2 2

2 a

where Vf' = ~2 W-2

Electromagnetic field components
From Maxwell's equations, and using (3)-(5) we can obtain the

following expressions for the electric and magnetic field components in terms
of the z- components H, and E, including the effect of collision:

E,=icl12 2)( dHZ dEz )+i2dHz dEz)1
0) dy dx dx dy

icl dH dZ) dHz nL
EY = YiiE2(d~z +ndz)(,-n 2( dyz+n zj

CO E 2 dy dx dx dy

icl dl2dE1d dEz31

HY =-ic 1-{ic2n( dx - ndl )+(El n2 )n dz + 12 z)),
0) C2 dx dy dy dX

where c = (c, n2 )£_ _2

I0



Using the relation of Maxwell equations of z-components we obtain the wave
equations in a waveguide filled with magnetized plasma

V2 H, +Q2H =jf -i 2 E, (32)

V Ez+ Q2E, in EL H, (33)
2 2 2 

2CO 2 12 0)2 
where Q =- (E, - n 2 2)'Q -- (c' - n ,

From equations (32) and (33) we have two linearly dependent equation
(two coupled equations) for two basic types of EM waves which can propagate in
a waveguide filled with warm plasma. But we can rewrite these equations as two
linearly independent equations if we eliminate E from equation (32) and
eliminate H, from equation (33). Hence we can write the two equations as:
(V + ,2 )Ez = 0 (34)

(V 2 )Hz =0 (35)

where X and y2 are constant coefficients
2 0)2 8~ ~2 4 2

21 0() [2 E + 2 '2 '9
c 1 -n~ aEn

2½ c E'- a 2 [2-n E2

Hc= C1 a2t (36)

H, 0 cos(-X) cos(-z y)e iz 36
a b

E,= E i(1 )sn 2 0 'A (37)
a b

and by applying the previous boundary conditions and approximation of equation
(14) we can get the field equation, dispersion relation, power of propagating
wave and attenuation factor with the effect of collision of transverse electric
field.

TE- Mode
3.2 The Dispersion Relation

From equation (37) and by applying the boundary conditions we get the
dispersion relation of wave propagating inside waveguide filled with magnetized
plasma describing the refractive index (taking into consideration the collision
effect.).
(i) Strong magnetic field

2 22
2(f)=1 _ 

0
Pa, CoCa-

0

n j) -2 -2 -02 1± ) + 1/.i(1+ )] (38)

2 2

Propagation condition at CU-. + 0-2 2 "o ,+~+ )], : o < 1
b) 2 j

)
2_

)
C i

Attenuation mode at ~"+[2 u, (2 :__c-)]> 1
-22 -C2[1± a)jUlT a]

Cyclotron resonance at ca= )



Let jo)= /(0.4 + .0056 12a

2-

1 

0 .5 -- _ _ _ _ _ _

0

0 .4 0 .5 0.6 0. 08 0 .9 1
-2 2

CL)

Fig. (4). Dispersion relation of strong magnetic field

(ii) Weak magnetic field
2 22

n2 1 OCt Pa (39)
-2 -2 - ,2

Ca

-2 2

Let H(wo) Let H(w)= 1/(0.4+.00 4 2_CL)
60pa

.2 0 4 f6 0 1

ca

Fig. (5). Dispersion relation of weak magnetic field

3.3 Power of propagating wave
Now we'll derive the average power flux S` in a collision

magnetized plasma for the TE - mode
(i) Strong magnetic field

S(P)cI 2o'. C22 2l
aO~ 8 l-2 C a (0cOa )( C)2 H2 [('lz sin X

COfi ol C 1 C COE a a (40)

cos 2(-9y) + (M) cos2 (-Tx) sin2 9A
b b a b
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(ii) Weak magnetic field

av 2 2 2 02 

8z 0j, - W COE a a b {(41)

+ (M-) COS2 (-Z x) sin 2(-z y)
b a b

3.4 Attenuation factor
The refractive index

nal~ ~ 2 - ffi a (1+±T- (42)

(2 - co2 X.(43)
2nreal ca

The average rate of energy flow inside waveguide filled with magnetized plasma
including collision effect decreases exponentially as

S(p)- exp(-2k. z) = eXp(-Pa 0) 2 WPIa ( T- WC.) (44)
cW ~Wca wv real

At strong magnetic field the average energy flow decrease exponentially as

S''- exp(-2ki,. z) exp(- Va ( )(a)P) 1 (45)
av (Oma. Ca C a)i n

1 real

(i) Attenuation factor at strong magnetic field

QTE va Ct) )V2
_ 1 (46)

a)C Ca)D nr,,

(ii) Attenuation factor at weak magnetic field

QTE (weak magnetic field)= ( a(j X2 2 . (47)
,cc ca - real

TM- Mode
3.5 Dispersion Relation

From equation (34) and by applying the solution of boundary conditions
we get the dispersion relation of wave propagating inside magnetized
homogenous plasma describing the refractive index n(wo) and including the
collision that effects on warm and cold magnetized plasma.
(i) Warm plasma

(02,_1V2 2 a)i1i 2 -W W~. 0 [l77l+, a
n2 rm ~ 2 1_ T2 Ca a - Pa _1±___i" 

2 - ~~~2 2 -2 8
a) OW 1-W W -W ciu ca T a I

i02 i- 2 _,W2 _ 2
Lila ca 1Wca 1W3Wla

(ii) Cold plasma
2 i~~~~-2 Pa 2 a),1

n2 TM io 2 -C iW 2 P - ~a 017` +i,) 

Pa~l c (49)

-'J~~a ~2 2 ~
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where

l Ct)o' .... u, -T ~1~ 2

C)2 CL 0 1WT.W1

) = 2 2

3.6 Power propagation
Now we'll derive the average power flux SIP in collisional

magnetized plasma for the TM - mode in case of warm and cold plasma.
(i) Warm plasma

(P) = C 22 1f 2 2(1f 2 m7
8ff- n(W)V~ C2)2 E~n [e'2 (E -n )(-) cos -x)sin -y)

82r COE a a b (50)

+ C2n (-~)2 sin (-zX)COS2 (-~ y)]e 2 k
b a b

(ii) Cold plasma
(P) C C 2 2 1f 2 2 1lff

ay n )• 0 ( C2)2 En [E' 2(EJ -n 2 )(-) cos -x)sin 2(- y)
8ff(O a a b (51)

2n2(Z)2 in2(-g X) cos (- y)]e 2 1z
b a b

3.7 Attenuation factor
(i) Warm plasma
The refractive index represent in the complex form is:

2 _P2 11W2 ,2,' (
CCLut Ca Pa W52)

~real = V~ 11~ 2 -22 (± -).5)
a C a Ca

2 W i 2 W2 2
-_,UaV__2~ VC2 T +P2 - 2 0 (,-) (53)~nas. 2nal l~2 aW W ~V 2 O)2 

The average rate of energy flow in the filled waveguide decreases exponentially
in case of strong magnetic field

S' = S 0 .e-2K,'4

2 w 2
where exp(-2ki.agz) = exp(--COJUa (LJPa [1+( cuf 2] ) (54)

C n~a) ~)a W j~~ real

0 2 ) 2 1
(TM fla -?1 ( U _

T- C £0 ca0 0 ca 1 W.?- Wpa nlreal

represents the attenuation Factor high attenuation occurs when the plasma is
sufficiently dense and high temperature.
(ii) Cold plasma

The refractive index represent in the complex form is:

1 I~W2a W2 02

nrea ~ 2i_ 2 Pa Pa 2 (l) 7
0 Ca(55)

real~~/1~ i-W. 1W 2 " CO2 C2.a

n WC, --aHP + (p A(56)~imag. - 2
ra v j2 iW - i02 Ota C

2nrea Caa P

1 4



The average rate of energy flow in the filled waveguide decreases exponentially
in case of strong magnetic field

S('exp(-2k.. z) = exp(- - Pa[1+-- Ut) * (57)

c a) ca Pa real

CO D W 1
Qr~= (~4 Ua [1 +-( ! )(58)

C ,. o)c 1 n, ,ral

(iii) Now we will compare between the case of warm and cold attenuation factor.

(n&,d 1+Al (59)
(n)~ .~n 0ca 1 +A 2

where A= [ 1P ' A2 = [ cutPa
I_) WTe) 1-jW2

Ca T1 Pa wca Pa

which means that the rate of collision of TM mode in case of warm plasma is less
than the rate of collision in case of cold plasma, we can deduce that the best
condition for the wave propagation is the strong magnetic field with warm
plasma.

4. Magnetized warm, movable, collisional and inhomogeneous plasma

Now we will investigate the case of inhomogeneous magnetized plasma
and how it will affect the permittivity tensor, dispersion relation, power of
propagating wave and the attenuation factor compared to the homogeneous
magnetized plasma.

The current density is defined through the inhomogeneous plasma quantities
as

e = eana(z)Va., (60)

The interaction of the electromagnetic waves with the inhomogeneous
plasma will disturb the equilibrium of inhomogeneous density and velocity of the
latter. It is convenient to expand nla(z) and Va, in the form :

N, a no. + n.a V a = V + Va;V' = V~(61)

The previous set of equations gives a remarkably accurate description of
the small amplitude perturbations. We'll linearize the above system of equations
by considering small deviations from the equilibrium state

The form descri bes all1 perturbati on sf (x, y,z, t) =f (x, y) e(k Z~t)

By applying the previous equations (60) and (61) we can obtain the form of
inhomogeneous density where,

n. a= 8 (62)
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4.1 Current density

a)

-J P- " (-i---u' E,, + E (63)y a~~~~~~c 

7 -z =7pa ) (- 2 (1-ifl4)E,

where, ),1 --- ~ a?~C
mc

4.2 Permittivity Tensor
Let's find here the permittivity tensor operator, which describes the wave

propagation in the waveguide, include the previous conditions of movable, warm,
collisional, magnetized plasma beside the effect of inhomogeneous

iE, c'J (64)

with,

, 2
2

a A A

Pa a1 P(aiU
a~~~~~ Y A1 (211

aT2 a W(WT

Electromagnetic field components
From Maxwell's equations, we can obtain the following expressions

for the electric and magnetic field components of inhomogeneous collisional
plasma in terms of the z- components H, and E,

E=ic 1 2)dHz dEd 9Ez[(E" - n±n lE)+ic"(-d z+n L )
2O 1 d dX 2 dX dy

E= icl1[i' dHz n0Ez E` ' dHz dEz
~ E, 2 dy dX Ox d Y (65)

ic1 dli dE 2tH dE,H.,= 2[iEn( ~ n z)+(E' n )n _' 
dy dX dX dy

icl1 dHi dE- 2dH E dE,
E2 2 dX +ndy +(r-n) dyZ+2 dX~

where E2 =(,c'- n = ~ =(E'-n)e 2

In order to find the final solutions for the electromagnetic field components,
we have to solve the following wave equations, which describe M1 and E,
within the waveguide filled with magnetized inhomogerneous plasma
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V 2E +Q Ej =in E2 H (67)

-'2 'E2 '-2(E

where Q 2 a(E' - £2 2); 
2 .- (e _ -n 2£3E

c E -n c

From equations (56) and (57) we have two linearly dependent equations (two
coupled equations) for two basic types of EM waves which can propagate in a
waveguide filled with warm plasma. But we can writs this equation as two
linearly independent equations

(V +')E, =0 (68)

(V+z)H, =0 (69)
where

2_0 2 E~ +n 2 (j 2 4 2

c 7£ 1 -ln' 2
i)

By applying the solutions of boundary conditions where,

H-HO cos(-x)cos(- y)e ik (70)
a b

a b
and by applying the previous boundary conditions and approximation of equation
(14) we can get the field equation, dispersion relation, power of propagating
wave and attenuation factor with the effect of collision inhornogeneous plasma of
transverse electric field.

TE- Mode
4.3 Dispersion Relation

From equation (34) and by applying the boundary conditions we get the
dispersion relation of wave propagating inside waveguide filled with magnetized
inhomnogeneous plasma describing the refractive index.

2 2
.,2(~~\ C 0)cu 0) WCCY
'"~'-'~ -'2 -'2 2 5w(1 a)+ifla(1: ,)](2

n, 2 2 2 - ~ IT - A 272
Ca P ) CO__

Propagation condition at -.- + (-'2 2, ( Oe i,( FOC 

Attenuation mode at 2 + , ( )C +'la( T_ 0J 1

Cyclotron resonance at ca 

4.4 Power propagating
Now we'll derive the average power flux S'P in a collisional,

magnetized inhomogeneous plasma for the TE - mode
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(i) Strong Magnetic Field

S (P)_________c____ c_ Y Li Z 2 2 1f nIZ'
av- C L)2 2 ~(!..H 2 [() in (X)COS2(---Y)

8,v 7?a~a~))w a a b (73)

+(-1)2 COS2(-X)Sin2(-~ y)]e 2 1z
b a b

(ii) Weak Magnetic Field

-av (Dr2 ~Pa -) sjH(- co 2
82z -2~ ~Ca,, we a a b (74)

+ MZt 2 CO2 lz XSn2'Z ~e-
b a bJ

4.5 Attenuation factor
The refractive index is:

n 2 2 2 0~61± ) (75)

~~pa~r
ni,.j. P- '5( ~~~2 - co2 )(1 ± Coa ~(76)

real ca w
The average rate of energy flow in the filled waveguide include the

inhomogeneous term decreases exponentially as

Sa Sole 2Klj z

S 'p) exp(-2kiasg z) =exp(--CO Q ) (77)
av CO~~~~ c 0i 2real

(i) Strong magnetic field

S()- exp( 2k 8,,z) = exp(- V`a ()('i"2 a .Z) (78)
2v~

QT Va I a) Pa) 6 (79)

(ii) Weak magnetic field
2

imag. exp(~ua~ WPa
S('-exp(-2k. Z) = x(-u 2 .z) (80)

QTE (weak magnetic field)= a DX _ P2 (81)
OCa ca 2_ 

1
)2, reaI

TM- Mode
4.6 Dispersion Relation

From equation (34) and by applying the solution of boundary conditions
we get the dispersion relation of wave propagating inside magnetized
inhomogeneous plasma describing the refractive index n(wo) where the
inhomogeneity affects warm and cold magnetized plasma.
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(i) Warm plasma
n2(W~j =1- w2 1�2 - 2 22

1 _ c V 1( W 2 6 

0) _ ,2 i-&" 2 _ i-W 2 3 (82)

q(+ia) 0) T ca Pa
77(1+ i, " 1 i, ~ ca RJ

CO CV~~~~ 1W 2 1(W72+W~V Pa)5

(ii) Cold plasma
2(W) =1- ___u 1 iW 2 _bPa Pa2n 2 (p)c= Pa Ca 

CI)2 W2 1 i-W 2 Pa)],

-2 Ca~~~~~~~_,2_

CL /a wJ i-W 1 _WjVPa6,

O2 1
where q/[ 1 + 2 ,ut()1

Wa ) Ca WT= ?L pa = 0 ) Pa T 2(~t 

Cr) 0) 0) w 1~(WT2 +WI~a)8

4.7 Power of propagating wave
Now we'll derive the average power flux S of collisional,

magnetized inhomogeneous plasma for the TM - mode in case of warm and
cold plasma.
(i) Warm plasma

S (P c c )[__ 2 (E 217Z][(g 2 2 l~ 11 m
av -n(- 1 _n 2n -cos -x)sin -y)8z wE2 a a b K84)

+ (M-)2 sin 2(-z X) cos2 (M- y)]
b a bJ

(ii) Cold plasma

S (P = ncc2 )2[__2( - 2) + 2] 17 2 2 l I1 M
av -n(- 1- n 2n,]4(-) cos -x)sin y)

8z (OE 2 a~t a~ b~ ~ (85)
-(M-)2 sin 2(-TX) COS2 (M-y]

b a bJ

4.8 Attenuation factor
The refractive index in the complex form is:
(i) Warm plasma

n~real I 1-" _sW 0) 5(1±<o)Ca). (86)
~~~imag. = 21V 2c, ja a S-T(7

n'ng 2nreal 1-W ~W+i 2) ) 0 C I

The average rate of energy flow in the filled waveguide include strong magnetic
field decreases exponentially as:

ay=S 0 .e -2K- 
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where exp(-2k1 ,~z)=exp&C Ut, 1 - 2 )2 A-z) (88)

2 6W 2

QTM ( a(0.a[ 1 ( - C )]-
c (O)JI) a0ca 1W+ Wpa)d n~real

(ii) Cold plasma

n~e., (Cut VCa 7Pa ___ __ __ aWC_

real~ie 2
1 W 2

" 1-_~ 2 6 ~ 2 _ O2 w7-(9
Ca Ca8 CaW

n. = J'a 8 k6Wct liPa + 0Pa 3(W*a) (90)
amag. i-Wn1W 2.2 Ca Ct

The average rate of energy flow
Wi 2 CV- W 2 W 2 6

S, exp(-2k,~z)=exp- ua-. p[+-( VYu1 Pa -. z) (9 1)
c wcaW w4~a J_6W 2t n., 0

QTM = lul Pa1+ C ay ) (92)
c ca0 ca 1- Pa nreal

5. Magnetized warm, movable, collisional and homogeneous Plasma interact
with Electron Beam

We consider the effect of external static magnetic interacting with
electron beam. It's shown that the plasma oscillations excited by the beam are
linearly coupled to the electromagnetic modes, as we will see in our analytical
calculations. It's convenient to consider that the beam density nb be much smaller
than the electron plasma density n (i.e., nb <<np). This assumption enables us
to continue considering small oscillations and to apply the linear approximation.
We shall discuss here the case of waveguide filled with warm, homogeneous
magnetized plasma. The sumnmations over a include both the plasma and beam
electrons. As we considered a case of high frequency waves, the oscillations of
the ions are neglected [4,5].
(In these refs.1j4,51 the effect of magnetized plasma interacting with relativistic
electron beam was calculated which gave rise to the dependent field equations
(coupled fields) and dependent modes. In the present work we considered the
case of interacting non relativistic electron beam and so we've got independent
wave equations such that we can evaluate TE and TMI modes independently.
We can get simply the following expressions due to the linear approximation for
the components of the current density [4,5].

4,r
-JTotal =~Plasma Beam (93)

c

Current density Of JTotaI1
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4zi iLI) Cb___,

J', = ' W (E i - 'E) + Z wbe (E +-,u,4Ey)

c caA+iy X0) cAI A+u 
-,. ; 2 2

J0c = _ mac' He- =jue,Ex+ =&2 -- b (w2 ia- ,',E,, obY 94
c c A~~~i47 0) c AI +ion ~ ~ m

W=(4ffnoe)2~~~~~~~~~~(WkV)~~~

Le' idhretepritiiytno peaowih ecie+h

= ~~~~1E22 1E22 ] ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 2 
2.HM 2 A W~a (Obe (c,', v, wb 47nb

Hex>W .+ , H,,b)Z(_ +

4z 2 22

COP Z( (Palbe (DObC~

TEermagntict fieldsompnet

waeromaaxwell'sth euins, wican obtaine the froll ondxpeions o
fovteblectwrcolisndomgneu magneticzeldcmoensi term ofd the fpoet
H~adE hc nld h fetof electron beam intratqwthmagetze

Ic 1 E2 

aA AIaxAdy

0) dy b xdx d
ic2 1=l dE.)- 2 dH d (96)

ic ~ 1 dli, dE a H

Electromagn[ic2 n ied +com )onets )n +2 )

icw2ed d dy dx

E., =- 2 WH _n ~ ~~z+n ~~ )+i221 ~ n~~)



where E2 =( 1_2 2 -E2 'E 2 =(l 2 E ~2
22' '1 flL 1 '22

The wave equations in a waveguide filled with magnetized plasma

VIHZ+QHZ=-in 22 , (97)
E- n

*V2E + Q E, = in-E22 H. (98)

-2('2(0D2

where Q1
2 =0) 2 E'2 2'Q

2 (E s ~2 j33
c2 El 1 l n2c2El

We have two linearly dependent equation (two coupled equations) for two
basic types of EM wave which can propagate in a waveguide filled with warm
plasma interacting with electron beam. But we can rewrite this equation as two
linearly independent equations
(V2 +X2)Ez = 0 (99)

(V +X')Hz =0 (100)

0)2 E 2 4 22where Z 21 (-) [( 2 )+ n ( 1s2 2
c EU__ + 5336E

2 2 c33 22 x 622
Z22 =()f 2 ) j (,, 2 E

By applying the solutions of boundary conditions where,

H,= H 0 cos(-X) cos(-~ y)e ik (101)
a 1'

E,= E. sin( 1Zx) sin( IZy)e' (102)
a b

and by applying the previous boundary conditions and approximation of equation
(14) we can get the field equation, dispersion relation, power of propagating
wave and attenuation factor with the effect of homogeneous plasma interacting
with electron beam of transverse electric field.

TE- Mode
5.1 Dispersion Relation

From equation (72) and by applying the boundary conditions we get the
dispersion relation of wave propagating inside waveguide filled with magnetized
plasma interact with electron beam describing the refractive index.

2 )2 0)2
n, ~~"t. C)Pa [(l+Wca\+i,,(1TWFa' (I

-2 -2 -02 Lk)l'k j -2 _C2
~~~ ~Car 0)) (02, Ca(13

(1 CaC ) + ~(1 T ) C A)

1) Propagation condition at

202 

~2~ 2 [1Wa+jLaI -2 2.1()a+~a1(f)<
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2) Attenuation mode at

2 2 2

-2 -)2 - a -- 2 2 2

-2 =023) Cyclotron resonance at o ca

4) Electron beam resonance at 0 = O b

2 -2
Let H(O) = 1/04+ 0.0056 2_(ca + 0.0056 C0)c

2 2
(OpaCo

n(wb) 

2

0

(Th2 0.4 flE6 0R 1

-2 022 2

Fig. (6): Dispersion relation of magnetized plasma interact with electron beam

5.2 Power of propagating wave
Now we'll derive the average power flux S of a collisional,

magnetized plasma interact with electron beam for the TE - mode
(i) Warm plasma

S() c (Ca )+ _22 (CWca)(C )2H 2

aV Caca b b c (104)

R1ff 2 sn2 1ff X O2 __9 Y) (M72 O2 1ffx)si 2 __ Y
a a b b a b

(ii) Cold plasma

cI 2022b c )2H2 [(lz.) 2 (-x)
av 8ff _VWW ' 2 6a Wa b (0 a a (105)

cos (-zy) + (-)2 cos2 (-X) in (-My)]

b b a b
5.3 Attenuation factor

The refractive index in the complex form is:
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_ 2 2_ 02

2n,,, ca ff ffib
0 a (L

The average rate of energy flow inside waveguide filled with magnetized plasma
interacting with electron beam decreases exponentially as

-2K,- Z

S,,v=Soe"'

where

exp~~k.,aj.z)=expa(-,-0)[..,2 P )(1+--)+(2_ 2 )(l±-ca)--.z] (1 08)
c a)) ) ab

(i) Strong magnetic field
(p) V WW~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~)(OPa 2,

S)- exp(- 2 kimag. z) = exp(- a` ;v + O'
1 b 1 )(19

OV~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ) aC ff) )b ,e2

V w 2 i

W", C a2 WP2 nra

where Whe= -__

(ii) Weak magnetic field
V t~~~~5 a~0) 2

QTE (weak magnetic field)= V a (-( a
2 [1+ W 1 111

) Ca C 2 Ca WP2a_ nreal

TM- Mode
5.4 Dispersion Relation

(i) Warm plasma
2 ~~~~~10)J272 be 2 ~Vjr2 OP

n (W)I =1- :~~~~~' ( W'T~ 1[ _ I V -2 22
'TM a) 1-Wi l-W;-vi~~ ~ ~~~~ ~~a ca

-2
(1 + i ) Coca j ____________ o

a) 1-W~~2 1±7(12
Ca Pa)~afi

(ii) Cold plasma2VP2. [ypl +- 

2 2~~~~~~~~~fi21 ,, _ i fW-2 ~VjP2 

0) CO)

2 1 +l~aK -27Y *[±?1J/) Ca(13
n +~~~~~~~~b C
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where 7'=[+ 0) ( )]

& 6 lW P~

5.5 Attenuation factor
(i) Warm plasma

I_~4_~_ +[~W ~ a] £ ) _ __ 4

CO - - t

V-T RAPL (1da4~1 6L _ ~ () (115)

The average rate of energy flow in the filled waveguide

S'P'-exp(-2k. z)=(-w (nma.)z (116)

~~~~~~~ W2 -. 21) (117
(kiaPa,[(1+ W2 0)cut )'0( ub a)]1 (17

c 0oaa 0a ,a 1 (Wa/11 TW) a 1 T Pa real

(ii) Cold plasma

nreal = nRealW,=

1 1 "W, R a __ u__ ____ + a (h)+ ate a) (1 18)
t~inia 'Ul Pa _(C1k2

2real, 1-W~a 19;2 

The average rate of energy flow inside waveguide filled with magnetized plasma:

CO

QTM = ~Ua Wl [(1+ _be ( W. ) LL(WteW) )(120)
C a 'Wpa W,. W~o~ ~~ nreal

We conclude that warnnness, negative direction of inhomnogeneous plasma and
small density of EB leads to good propagation and small attenuation factor.

Discussions and Conclusions

In this paper we have studied basic factors that considered minimizing the
energy losses of electromagnetic waves propagating in waveguide filled with
magnetized plasma.

Effect of magnetic field on attenuation factor in case of homogeneous
plasma

(i) QTE (Strong magnetized) C 

QTE (Unmagnetized) (Oc

(i) QTE (Weak magnetized) _ 2_>__

QTE (Unmagnetized) 2 _-)2

Attenuation Factor (Stron magnetized) ( 0 2 2

Equation (iii) indicates that the strong magnetic effect confines the energy inside
the waveguide instead of escape so it minimizes the energy losses inside
waveguide better than the weak magnetic plasma and unmagnetized plasma.
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If we compare between the attenuation factor of two cases strong magnetic,
movable and inhomogeneous plasma to homogeneous plasma

QTE (In hom ogeneous) =1+Iki

QTE (Homogeneous) k

we will get two values:

Ikl = +value - 6> 1 which means that the attenuation factor increases in case of
inhomogeneous to homogeneous case.
ki = -value -*8< 1 which means that the attenuation factor decreases due to

the negative wave number of inhomogeneous.
At magnetized plasma (for TM mode) warmness, negative direction of
inhomogeneous plasma and small density of electron beam (EB) plays an
important role in reducing the attenuation factors and minimizing the energy
losses inside the waveguide.
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